MIDNIGHT IS DATE FOR CATHOLICS' DANCE

All Arrangements Are Complete and Bright Prospects in View.

Next Monday evening, February 5th, the Catholic Club will hold its annual dance at the Hotel Somerset, Commonwealth avenue. In order to make the affair a success the committee in charge of the arrangements have beenuneasiness in their efforts, being rewar ded in part by securing the use of the hall room of the hotel.

Saturday noon is the date set as the latest time in which men may have their names at the Cage who wish to have invitations sent out. The price of the tickets is $1.50, and every member of the club should be present to make the dance a complete success.

About 800 invitations have been sent out by the committee composed of the following: L. S. Walsh, Brandon Lyons, Francis P. Scully, Leo P. Walsh and Robert P. Murphy. The officers of the club are also members of the committee excellent.

SHOW COMPETITION.

Difficulty for Management to Select Best of Posters.

The poster contest has closed, and more than a dozen posters have been submitted for criticism. The management is now against the rough proposition of selecting the poster which is to be the favored one, an excellent work has been done on all of them.

The competition for music will be held in the Union on Saturday at 3 o'clock. Coach Sanger will be there at the time to select the boys who may be able to write suitable music for the show. All men who have received copies of the lyrics and have written any music at all must be present at that time to submit their efforts to Coach Sanger.

There will be two matinee performances, one on Tuesday, April 16th, and the other on Thursday, April 18th. The Tuesday performances will be the first offering and will probably be held at the Shubert Theatre.

TECH IS COSMOPOLITAN

American Colleges Compared For Foreign Students.

An interesting comparison has recently been made of American colleges and their rates of foreign students to foreign students. Almost every country in the world is represented in the entire number, and the average ratio in the leading colleges and universities considered is one to twenty-five.

Pennsylvania, boasting of the highest number, 250, of foreign students, leads the list of ratio. Columbia is second in number, while Harvard has third place with twenty-six languages represented, counting approximately English and Canadian, and twenty-six foreign countries. The Institute, however, while second in ratio of foreign students, has twenty-seven foreign countries represented, and is not limited to include Hawaii, Porto Rico and the Philippines.

The following tabulation gives the eight American institutions whose number of foreign students lead:

Name 	Number of Foreigners 	Percentage
--- 	---------- 	---------
 Harvard          270           .03
 Tech             135           .35
 Columbia         200           .33
 Cornell          120           .31
 Yale             120           .31
 Brown            250           .25
 Chattanooga      250           .23
 Wesleyan         250           .23

Yale football men have been called on for winter quarter.

Perhaps the Freshman Invitational will be the next body of milites to be sent to the front—Lawrence.